Curriculum and Instruction Committee Report
for
April 28, 2020 Meeting of the Faculty Senate

1. The Committee recommends Senate approval of the attached change to the Academic Major Policies for Undergraduate Studies.

2. The Committee recommends Senate approval of the attached change to the Explore Areas of the General Education Requirements.

3. The Committee recommends Senate approval of the attached addition of the Policy on Prior Learning Assessments.

4. The Committee recommends Senate approval of the following attached uncomplicated program proposals.
   - Change to the B.S. in Computing Technology.
   - Change to the Computer Science Emphasis Area of the M.S. in Cybersecurity.
   - Change to the Undergraduate Certificate in Artificial Intelligence.
   - Change to the Undergraduate Certificate in Computer Programming.
   - Change to the Undergraduate Certificate in Data Science
   - Change to the Undergraduate Certificate in Internet and Web.
   - Change to the Undergraduate Certificate in Mobile Apps and Computing.
   - Change to the Graduate Certificate in Artificial Intelligence.
   - Change to the B.A. in Music.
   - Change to the Composition Emphasis Area of the Bachelor of Music.
   - Change to the Music Education Emphasis Area of the Bachelor of Music.
   - Change to the Music Theory Emphasis Area of the Bachelor of Music.
   - Change in the B.S. in Accounting.
   - Change to the Ed.S. in School Psychology.
   - Deletion of the Character and Citizenship Education Emphasis Area of the M.Ed. in Educational Psychology.
   - Deletion of the Educational Research and Program Evaluation Emphasis Area of the M.Ed. in Educational Psychology.
   - Change to the Ph.D. in Education.
   - Change to the B.S. in Civil Engineering.

5. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached addition of the B.A. in Applied Psychology of Child Advocacy Studies.
6. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached addition of the B.S./M.S. Program in Biology.

7. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change to the B.S. in Criminology and Criminal Justice.

8. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change to the B.S. in Cybersecurity.

9. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached addition of the Graduate Certificate in Data Science.

10. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change to the Undergraduate General Requirements of Music programs.

11. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change to the Jazz Studies Emphasis Area of the Bachelor of Music.

12. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change to the Performance Emphasis of the Bachelor of Music.

13. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change to the Undergraduate Admissions, Credit Hours, and GPA Requirements of the College of Business Administration.

14. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached addition of the B.S./M.B.A Program in Business Administration.

15. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached addition of the M.S. in Fintech.

16. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change to the M.S. in Information Systems and Technology.

17. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached addition of the M.S. in Supply Chain Analytics.

18. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change to the B.S.Ed. in Elementary Education.

19. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change to the Special Education Emphasis Area of the B.S.Ed. in Elementary Education.
20. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change to the Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages Emphasis Area of the B.S.Ed. in Elementary Education.

21. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change to the Special Education and Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages Emphasis Area of the B.S.Ed. in Elementary Education.

22. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change to the B.S.Ed. in Secondary Education.

23. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change to the Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages Emphasis Area of the M.Ed. in Secondary Education.

24. The Committee recommendsSenate approval for the attached change to the M.Ed. in Special Education.

25. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change to the graduate regulations for the M.Ed. in Counseling.

26. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change to the M.Ed. in Educational Psychology.

27. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change to the Doctor of Education.

28. The Committee recommends Senate approval for the attached change to the Minor in Mechanical Engineering.

29. The Committee advises the Senate that it has affected the attached course changes, additions, and deletions.